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A brief history
• A PhD student with a real ‘industry’ problem – correctly blocking 
emails; outbound filters lack sophistication (keyword-based).
– Trust the intern to react appropriately?  
– How to avoid bad blocks, but not let out good
• Publications including those on:
– Executable Acceptable Use Policies (Cloud conference)
– Intellectual Property Escaped with the Email? Press F1 for Help 
(Journal of Information Assurance and Security)
• Patents filed (US  PCT)
• Approach evaluated in international competitions (plagiarism 
detection) – quite effective (PAN: 4th), but the content should 
not be considered readily accessible.
Key messages
• Approach intended to operate over documents you might not 
have sight of for one reason or another
– The intern knows there’s a problem but doesn’t need to know why –
escalate to those with permissions
– Content that one business unit receives from another, then passes on 
– escalate to document owners
– Documents are at another organisation (supply chain) – two-party 
escalation
• Know who might have your content at any given time, without 
having to reveal your content (secrecy preserved / 
confidentiality maintained?).
– e.g. don’t want to paste sentences in clear text into Google or show 
another company a document and ask if they’ve already got copies of 
it!
Does it work?
• Uncovering Plagiarism, Authorship, and Social Software Misuse 
(PAN) competitions
• Obfuscation needs addressing - current focus of investigation in 
IPCRESS
Test Plagdet
Score
Recall Precision Granularity
02_no_obfuscation 0.92530 0.90449 0.94709 1.0
03_artificial_low 0.09837 0.05374 0.93852 1.04688
04_artificial_high 0.01508 0.00867 0.96822 1.20313
06_simulated_paraphrase 0.11229 0.05956 0.97960 1.0
Overview of a High-up view
• The problem of IP protection
– Large corporations and supply chains
• Conventional Approaches
– Seek to restrict sharing of information
– Can lead to ‘anarchistic’ practices in the work place
• Overview IPCRESS
– Deperimeterisation and trust in the supply chain
– Requirements
– Details and how it compares to other similar approaches
• Earlier proof of concept

Introduction
• Large companies are complicated
– Disparate systems and approaches
– With documents across siloed business units and devices
• Managed document Archives contain high value information
– Trade secrets, pre-patent information, research, transactions, 
strategy, market analysis etc
• Careful curation is costly and may be poorly received (following 
from Gill, earlier)
– Custodian constrains
– Impede progress, so staff develop workarounds
• Free flowing communication can be essential
– Particularly within (competitive) supply chains
•IP theft/loss
• a £9.2bn annual problem for UK industry (OCSIA and Detica, 
2011) 
• a $300bn problem for the US (National Bureau of Asian 
Research?
•Described as assisted by an 'insider'. 
•Accidental
•Deliberate
•Unsuccessful company tenders – correspondence retained rather than 
deleted (difficult to check)
•The 30 day threat?
60-70% of cars built in supply chains (define ‘insider’)
Supply chains operating through ‘Cloud’
Introduction
Introduction
• Supply Chain
– People need to see things to do/develop things – need viewable
content
– Especially relevant if engaging (potential) new suppliers
– Longer supply chains present higher risks?
• Lock content?
– Encryption inconvenient
– Encourages workarounds
• ‘Wetware/Meatware’ interface
– Human beings
– Very leaky
IPCRESS
• IP Protecting Cloud Services in Supply Chains (IPCRESS) - TSB
– Jaguar Land Rover
– GeoLang Ltd
– University of Surrey
• Building around Surrey’s ‘private search’ approach
– Decompose documents into statistically irreversible (highly 
ambiguous) patterns
– If successful, can create index and expose publically? 
– Allowing for secure searching across indexes without revealing 
queries
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Requirements
• Scale up to web
• Use privately against internal resources
– Do not reveal what you are searching for
– Noisy results may be useful
• Use privately across corporates
– Supply chain agreements to enforce use
Operation
• Private Search in Public?
– Web texts indexed as per internal approach
– Match against index and rank by extent
– Like search engine BUT entire document as query
– Real content never leaves organisation
• e.g. Word processing app
– Align matches for user comparison
– Still needs to be fast i.e. at speed of search
Operation
• Private search internally
– Location of matches within archives – but who has access 
rights?
– Find potential leaks – document being sent by somebody 
without appropriate privileges, stored near to press releases, in 
email in/out boxes etc.
• Private search in Supply Chain
– Query is entire document (or index to index)
– Content never leaves organisation
– Multilateral alarms raised but no content yet revealed
• Investigation by agreed protocol e.g. Mediation, Progressive 
reveal etc; few false positives
– Mandated agreement is critical across organisations
Details
• Is this plagiarism detection?
– Typical techniques can work better (mostly slower), but only 
on clear text
• IPCRESS approach uses a many-to-one process
– Statistically almost irreversible patterns & indexable - many n-
grams produce same key
– Index can still be sharded for scalability
Hashing approach
• Typical techniques are also brittle
• MD5hash using 5-grams, 2 word overlap
– the quick brown fox jumped -> e0c19dedd2e35a44b70ca531144ac953
– fox jumped over the lazy -> 842ff3fabd7032a95c5cd5cc919a7e6b
– the lazy dog and cat -> 2b4032a8f7fa15aa933dd916e93cf8d2
– Dog to dogs -> f15f022792db93722733b4b5b4b6f548
– + change ‘over’ to ‘across’ – miss second pattern
– Change just 2 words, jumped to jumps and lazy to tired – 3 patterns 
missed.
– And hash similarity not the same as data similarity
– IPCRESS approach less susceptible to this problem
Earlier PoC - Some obfuscation 
handled
Earlier PoC - Results PAN 12
• Uncovering Plagiarism, Authorship, and Social Software Misuse
• Corpus of texts and standardised metrics to measure performance
• Better obfuscation handling now being built in
Test Plagdet
Score
Recall Precision Granularity
02_no_obfuscation 0.92530 0.90449 0.94709 1.0
03_artificial_low 0.09837 0.05374 0.93852 1.04688
04_artificial_high 0.01508 0.00867 0.96822 1.20313
06_simulated_paraphrase 0.11229 0.05956 0.97960 1.0
Take home messages
• IPCRESS to provide information tracking across 
corporates
– Secure indexing of archives
– Whole document(s) as query
– Tracking IP across supply chain 
• encourage sharing, but police it
• Foster IP recognition regardless of strength/weakness of legal 
systems
– Expose archives only to pattern production and then to 
escalation process on detection – still being defined
Thank you
Questions?
L.Gillam@surrey.ac.uk
